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1.PPE kit  

With PPE kit Doctors are fit 

Without it, Corona they meet  

Day and night, they treat  

Majority patients are now fit 

Even in supplying kit, China cheat; 

Wearing kit for long is difficult  

Breathless situation may result  

Yet medical staff must wear  

Now they are society's very dear  

For their services, let us cheer. 

 

2.Corona proof jacket  

PPE kit is Corona proof jacket  

Corona can't enter in nurse’s basket  

Bullet proof jackets are for soldiers  

The kit is for the Corona warriors  

The virus can't penetrate its barriers; 

Masks, gloves, sanitizer all are handy  

But wearing PPE kit is not at all trendy  

After wearing it no one can eat even candy  

The kit is frontline weapon in Corona war 

It is now precious than bullet proof car. 

 

3.We must kill the bustard Corona  

Is surviving from Corona now purpose of life? 

Earlier it was quarrelling with beloved wife  

Mission, goal, objectives are now only hype  

A virtual thinking and failed prototype  

An invisible enemy become deadly knife; 

Hiding our face, we can't move forward  

We must throw away this unwanted reward  

In life we were looking for different award 

But now we are on back foot like coward  

To achieve goals, we must kill the bustard. 
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4.Invisible enemy is dangerous  

Invisible enemy is dangerous  

To face them be serious  

The fight is always tedious  

Action can't be spontaneous  

You can't see the notorious; 

Any moment they can be furious  

Staying near can be injurious  

Cohabiting may be ridiculous  

No need of relation harmonious  

Save your life, it is precious. 

 

5.Change is for better  

Change is always for better  

People have become smarter  

Corona act as the starter  

Lockdown pushed later  

Better tomorrow always matter; 

Change has happened for good  

People are busy searching food 

To destroy environment no mood 

To weaker animals not at all rude  

Cheaper become oil and crude . 

 

6.Break the chain 

Break the chain  

World will gain  

Lesser will be pain 

To prevent is main 

Virus will go to drain; 

Children we must train 

Efforts will not go in vain  

Soon there will be rain  

Corona will not come again  

Let us together break the chain. 
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7.Fear is the change agent  

This beautiful world Corona can't change  

The fear in human minds is reason main 

If fears subside, the world will look same 

Lockdown, fear all are created by our brain  

Experts told that we have to break the chain; 

The death of innocent people has pained  

Yet, for all these activities environment gained  

Ecological balance has cheerfully sustained  

To face disaster, the young generation is trained  

One day Corona will also be firmly chained. 

 

8.Racism is genetic  

Racism is a disease genetic  

In history it was never static 

Even in tribal life it was basic 

Relations of tribes not harmonic  

Caste, creed also has racial logic; 

Colour of skin is a big divisive force  

Look of face is also a racists source  

New hybrid generation can only reduce 

Scientists, please new gene try to produce  

Racism free new people in world introduce. 

 

9.We come for limited time  

We come to this world for a limited time 

So, we should always try to make it fine 

For survival in the world we must dine  

To enjoy with friends sometimes wine 

The land I have bought is forever not mine; 

Nobody knows how long he will live 

So, if you have, don't hesitate to give 

Tomorrow morning you may not see 

This is the life's most important key  

Learn from oxygen giving generous tree. 
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10.Best donation  

 

No donation is better than eye donation  

You have no use of eyes after cremation  

Doctor can preserve it with your permission  

For someone it will give lifetime solution  

You can see the world with determination; 

To donate eyes, you need a brave heart  

It will prove that you are kind and smart  

A journey even after death you will start  

After leaving world you will be its part  

Let's donate eye to fill someone's cart. 

 

11.Donate your eye after death  

 

Eyes may be black, blue, golden or brown  

It is human life's most precious crown  

Without eyes, forever human life is down  

You can't see beauty of nature and town 

Blind people can't feel colour of own gown; 

Without eyes, light is of no use  

The rainbow can never amuse  

Can't realise that elephant is huge  

Thank God the best crown can be reuse  

Donate your eye, it will be good news. 

 

12.O' my miser friend  

 

O' my greedy miser friend  

Don't be totally blind  

In wealth life can't find 

To people be kind  

For society give mind; 

Don't chase mirage  

To spend show courage  

Lighten your baggage  

You will leave all luggage  

Charity is better mortgage. 
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13.Mystery of life  

 

Impossible to understand mystery of life 

Equally difficult to understand wife 

Life and death are separated by a dotted line  

Any moment you can see cloud or sunshine  

So, better to accept everything is normal and fine; 

No one knows how mystery of life will unfold  

Many things in life always remain untold  

The memories in mind, only you can hold 

The better way to face the misery is be bold  

Till death takes you to the grave yard's fold. 

 

14.Boredom  

 

World population is suffering from boredom  

Work and movement can't be done random  

In Niagara Falls you will see tourists seldom  

Whole world is now Corona's own fiefdom  

The virus is invading mankind in random; 

Maintaining distance is really boring job 

O' God our freedom in twenty-twenty why you rob 

Please unlock from world the Corona knob  

America is destroyed by unruly criminals and mob 

By any means, from world boredom we have to lob. 

 

15.Americans, protest peacefully  

 

Everyone has right to peaceful protest  

But no one is authorised to create unrest 

Protest through nonviolence path is best 

For protesters keeping peace is the test 

Otherwise protest should be given rest; 

Neither all blacks are innocent and good  

Nor all white people are cruel and rude  

It depends on upbringing and attitude  

In both colours there are lots of prostitute 

Colour don't determine degree of gratitude. 
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16.Reboot American society  

 

Death of a person in police custody is painful  

But rioting in the name of protest is shameful  

Why are you destroying property of innocent?  

They are in no way related to the killing incident  

Protest, but to law of the land always be obedient; 

The world doesn’t deserve violence in the largest democracy  

Large scale mob lynching will encourage support for autocracy  

The pride of civil liberty will be tainted by looting  

American must go for new movement for social rebooting  

Otherwise division in American society will be everlasting. 

 

17.Be like electricity  

 

Be efficient like electric motor  

Move continuously like rotor 

Become static like a transformer  

Transform life in the society forever  

Be active like a transmitter  

Always send message for better  

Be bright like a LED light  

With minimum make life bright  

Be invisible like electricity  

Work always without publicity. 

 

18.American green card is your crown  

 

Colour may be black, red or brown  

The American green card is your crown  

Now why destroy your own town? 

You are crazy for the American passport  

For destruction of America why support? 

To work for America, you are import  

For destruction you may get deport  

Unity and integrity of America is important  

Stray incident doesn’t support destruction  

You have to pay for the reconstruction. 
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19.Environment Day  

 

To save environment should be attitude  

To mother nature it will be gratitude  

Protection requires bigger magnitude  

Start a battle to preserve beloved solitude 

Propagate the message to far off latitude; 

World Environment day is symbolic reminder  

By destroying environment, we have done blunder  

Unabated felling of tree will push mankind to danger 

The challenges ahead are much bigger  

By planting trees let us make our future better. 

 

20.Celebration of Environment day not enough  

 

Celebration alone is not enough  

If we are not serious, time will laugh  

Environmental law should be tough  

No one should be allowed to do rough  

Already destruction done is enough; 

The dynamic equilibrium must be saved  

Environment's enemy should be caged  

Development should be eco-friendly based  

Your protest voice must be strongly raised  

The destroyer should forever to be chased. 

 

21.Cadet  

 

Left right, left right  

Make your life bright  

Don't take discipline light 

On training show your might 

In difficult field bravely fight; 

Training is tough and tight  

With ease, you can climb height  

You never lose your sight  

Many a times sleepless night  

You work to remove nation's plight. 
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22.Caesar's wife  

 

Always must be above suspicion  

Being Caesar's wife is a distinction  

Must support to find best solution  

Sometimes you may face humiliation  

Should not allow authority dilution; 

Caesar's wife backbone of power circle  

She should always smile with dimple  

Even with lot of power she must be bumble 

In minor pressure she should not buckle  

To become Caesar's wife is tough, not simple. 

 

23.Breakup  

 

In relationships breakup is painful  

But breakup is not at all shameful  

The jealous people become cheerful  

In relationships some people are harmful  

Some people enjoy when eyes are tearful; 

Before you breakup first try to makeup  

Small old matters don't try to wakeup  

When other people poke, say shut up  

To compromise always warmup  

Before you breakup, the dispute hush up. 

 

24.In mother in law's grip  

 

If you are in grips of mother in law  

You will certainly enter in debts jaw 

Expenses will come one by one in row  

You will lose your face's beautiful glow  

You can't defy because to wife you vow; 

Soon your finance and liquidity will be low 

The burden life you will be unable to tow 

But wife and mother in law will cheers wow 

They will never let you to go slow 

To lenders you will have to bow. 
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25.Don't be ashamed of depression  

 

Like hate, anger, joy is also depression  

Always it is not a negative emotion  

But it should be kept under compression  

Drugs and medicine alone are not solution  

Use of drugs should not become addiction; 

Reading and creative work is the solution  

Make creativity your all-time companion  

Sometimes drugs may be needed for dilution  

But don't use it all the time for hibernation  

To overcome depression, you need determination. 

 

26.Lifestyle will change  

 

Lifestyle of people will change  

People will walk in different range  

Resources they will better manage  

Man will work to reduce wastage  

Will be happy with light luggage; 

People will fond of travelling wild  

In jungle fear of contamination is mild  

Parents will play hide and seek with child 

Social distancing will force avoid party  

Moving alone, people will avoid places dirty. 

 

27.Book should not be like floppy  

 

Book should not become like floppy  

Its journey is now very very sloppy  

In market we can sell limited copy  

To save from rain we are putting canopy  

Can book comeback winning the trophy; 

Responsibility is now with the reader  

There is no dearth of good writer  

Also, easy to get a self-publishing publisher  

But getting the readers is the barrier  

Will people support to make book winner? 
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28.Suppression  

 

Suppression can't create impression  

It can't also remove depression  

Suppression is never a solution  

For problem it is not substitution  

It only gives temporary dilution; 

Suppression of weak is not at all fair  

Better sorrow of underprivileged share  

Brotherhood through suppression is rare  

Suppression will not encourage love and care 

It will create in mind a dirty irrelevant layer. 

 

29.Always try to be kind  

 

Always don't remain same my mind  

Sometimes it becomes unkind  

To others misery it remains blind 

Selfish way very easily it can find 

For own survival in box it is bind; 

At times mind becomes very kind 

Generosity it loves to freely unwind  

All misery goes with cool wind 

Because mind realise life will end  

So, to mind good thoughts always send.  

 

30.Make everyday a good day 

  

We can make our everyday good  

Enjoy always vegetarian food  

Eat non veg only to change mood 

No day come to us to make life rude  

Every day sun comes pure and nude; 

Tomorrow will certainly be better  

Today's food will make you fatter  

Realise that today is important matter  

Never push the good moment to later 

Make today a memorable day rather. 
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31.Beyond imagination  

 

We must adjust for cohabitation  

Already started social transmission  

Always can't stay in isolation 

Only weapon to take precaution 

Frequently do hand sensitization; 

Lockdown is not permanent solution  

It can only do temporary dilution  

The virus is doing continuous evolution  

People eagerly waiting for vaccination  

But when vaccine comes beyond imagination. 

 

32.Suicide  

 

Depression alone can't compel suicide  

Reason must be poisonous like cyanide  

To vent pain, window to mind provide  

With friends and dear one tragedy divide  

Look to underprivileged, depression will subside; 

Suicide is not simply a medical condition  

Medicines alone can't provide restriction 

Body, mind, soul need perfect coordination  

With medicine, meditation is good combination  

Control suicidal thoughts with determination. 

 

32.When you commit suicide  

 

When you commit suicide  

Out of emotion you decide  

If you talk, emotion will recede  

Friends will stand beside  

Allow parents to preside; 

Suicide put family into pain  

Whole life for them tragedy remain  

Through suicide no one gain 

Your beloved, why you slain? 

To your mind confidence you train. 
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33.Suicide is never a solution  

 

Suicide is never the solution  

It is only escaping dilution  

It is the worst way to face situation  

Better wait and watch from hibernation  

Time will give you good resolution; 

Pain maybe too heavy to bear and carry  

Struggle forced you to forget being merry  

Yet drive on your fully loaded lorry  

Enjoy on road eating wild black berry  

To suicide immediately say sorry. 

 

34.Suicide is end point of depression  

 

Suicide is end point of depression  

Dangerous is continued suppression  

With friends do its compression  

Games, sports, travelling are also solution  

Suicide push parents to humiliation; 

Our life is not for ourselves alone  

We are our parent’s future backbone  

Our suicide will make them lifeless stone 

They will be forced to the depression zone 

Consult doctor to control depressive hormone. 

 

35.Containment  

 

For our safety is zone containment  

In life also containment is very pertinent 

Money and wealth alone is not supplement  

In life if you have minimum requirement 

We always realise it only after retirement; 

Containment can give in life satisfaction  

Greed can never be life's good resolution  

To many problems, containment is solution  

It is also the path for your need dilution  

Containment helps to overcome worst situation. 
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36.War is not solution  

 

War is not the solution of dispute  

Negotiation is best resolving route 

High level teams India, China depute  

Silk route friendship is of age-old repute  

Peaceful resolution world will salute; 

The world is now fighting an epidemic  

Hostility at this time will not be democratic  

India, China both have nuclear weapon  

For world war a small spark may be reason  

To save humanity find negotiated solution. 

 

37.Suicide is not a matter to be glorified  

 

Suicide is not a matter to be glorified  

Some killed himself being dissatisfied  

His action need not to be simplified  

After his death nothing can be rectified  

Killing is not a good issue to be dignified; 

Attempt to suicide is attempt to murder  

The person needs counselling for blunder  

Ending one's own life is not very easy  

He who committed suicide must be crazy  

In the matter of committing suicide be lazy. 

 

38.Remember also for father  

 

When you love your mother  

Remember also for father  

They make you champion together  

Love for mom is always higher  

If you love equally, it is better; 

Father may be rough and tough  

Yet, in his heart love is always enough  

At your silly jokes he may not laugh  

But for your joy, money he will cough 

To save you in danger, he will never bluff. 
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39.Run 

 

Run, run and run 

Work with fun  

For safety carry gun 

When hungry eat bun 

For light, thank sun; 

Respect the nun 

Work hard to earn 

If required, take a turn  

From other people learn 

But to win run and run. 

 

40.Attention  

 

When you give attention  

You can find a solution  

Attention helps in rectification  

Attention also gives resolution  

Never push it to hibernation; 

Attention is needed in classroom  

With attention result will boom 

Without attention the flower doesn’t bloom  

You can't even clean floor with the broom  

If you drive without attention, life is doom. 

 

41.Life is uncertain than cricket  

 

Life is more uncertain than cricket  

In bathroom may fall your wicket  

No one can claim, he will hit century 

Time will prove it to be a perjury  

Tomorrow may write his obituary; 

In the uncertainty lies beauty of life 

We are duty bound to love our wife 

Any moment she may give a bouncer  

To entertain he have to become a jocker  

Next, if you don't face googly you are luckier. 
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42.Differentiate between need and greed 

 

If you can't differentiate need and greed 

Your whole life will unhappily proceed 

In gathering wealth, you may succeed  

But love and affection will be diminished  

Chasing mirage, one day you will be finished; 

Need and greed try to distinguish every day  

With a smile to the waiter tips happily pay 

Put some money on the baggers tray  

To swim in the sea no need to buy a bay 

Without your greed sun will always give ray. 

 

43.Solar eclipse  

 

Natural phenomenon is an eclipse  

Superstition has no scientific basis  

Sun will move in its orbit as usual  

Towards solar eclipse be casual  

But don't look at the sun, be careful; 

The Indian demons Rahu, Ketu are myth  

No planet will ever change rotating path  

Planetary position is not going to harm  

In planetarium enjoy eclipse's charm  

Ignore all astrologers false beat of drum. 

 

44.Sun is the heart 

 

In solar system, sun is heart and soul  

Eclipse are momentary situation, not foul 

It happens in the system in cyclical order  

For bad effects of eclipse do not bother  

Only request is to take care of earth mother; 

All planets in the system are delicately balanced  

The planetary movement is perfectly maintained  

The centre stage, the sun always retained  

The shadow of planets and satellites is natural 

Physics has explained planetary movement well. 
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45.Go to planetarium 

  

Don't see eclipse with necked eye  

With proper fillers you can try 

Necked eyes will become dry  

Your vision may forever fly  

Better, during eclipse remain shy; 

If you are curious, go to planetarium  

There you will learn many things premium  

Thank God, people can't harm the sun 

Man would have destroyed it for fun 

To save sun we don't need symbolic run. 

 

46.Father's Day  

 

Don't think father is big brother  

He is always the best friend rather  

He also loves his children like mother  

Father, mother take care of you together  

It is his responsibility to save you in danger 

Father is always rational and kind 

A mentor like him no where you can find  

But for your future he doesn’t follow you blind 

If father scold you, no need to keep in mind  

On Father's Day memories with him rewind. 

 

47.Civilization has not moved ahead  

 

Civilization has not moved ahead  

Only older technology become dead 

Our mindset is still in mediaeval age 

We are bounded in the religious cage 

Mediaeval teachings are in front page; 

We use technology to promote falsehood  

For irrational religious texts always stood  

Technology is not used to modernize mood  

For us every religious verse is true and good 

Modern lifestyle failed to change our attitude. 
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48.Astrologer 

 

Astrologers are rumour monger 

Superstition they make stronger  

So that their business run longer  

Rationality will force them to hunger  

Science will force them to bunker; 

They predict future only on probability  

Never they accept any accountability  

They are the people without integrity  

Foundation of astrology has no rationality  

Astrologers work only in cheating mentality. 

 

49.Friends are also teacher 

  

Friends are also good teacher  

They teach many things better  

Everything you can't ask mother  

Many things you afraid to ask father 

Friends try to give all that answer; 

Friends teach us love, hate and joy  

We learn from them to play with toy 

With friend’s advice we become boy 

Football, cricket and counter strike  

From friends we learn how to ride bike. 

 

50.Learning  

 

Learning is needed for earning  

You have money for food buying  

Learning also make people cunning  

In the journey you can take turning  

Rebuild your house even after burning; 

Learning show you the path of knowledge  

Discipline, punctuality you acknowledge  

Learning give you positive attitude  

In life you will never become destitute  

Learning helps you to climb high altitude. 
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51.Man is pushed back  

 

The tree has welcomed the sun  

It is dancing in wind with same fun 

The squirrel as usual with his run  

Crows are crying for morning bun  

The dogs are waiting for their turn; 

Forbidden is only human crowd  

In the park man is now without proud  

They are not allowed to sing loud  

No one knows why man is pushed back 

Will man can soon be able to go to track? 

 

52.Sleep  

 

Sleep is always sweet  

We are free from tweet  

All anxiety, tensions quit  

No need to peel any fruit  

We are on the calm route; 

Sleep gives sweet dream  

We can eat free cream  

Comfort of sleep invaluable  

Day sleep is also comfortable  

Without sleep, life is miserable. 

 

53.Welcome to garden  

 

Welcome to the garden  

Throw away your burden  

You will get back your rhythm  

God is waiting as Phantom  

Corona will lose his fiefdom; 

Fresh air is waiting for you  

Touch with feet morning dew  

The day will come as new 

You will enjoy the beautiful view 

Our old lifestyle let us renew. 
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54.Behind the naughty smile  

 

Behind the naughty smile  

There is darkness hostile  

May break your heart fragile  

You will be forced to face trial 

Before you kiss, think for a while; 

Behind every rose there is thorn  

With thorn only roses can born 

Try to touch, thorn will blow horn 

Your hands will become worn  

In your plight no one will mourn. 

 

55.Transmission 

  

Sometimes a natural process transmission  

It doesn't need anyone's permission 

Sometimes it needed scientific solution 

Electromagnetic waves need amplification  

Transmission always do not give satisfaction; 

Transmission can be good or evil  

Transmission of diseases is devil  

Without transmission nothing will change  

Transmission process human has to manage  

To change its path, we need brain and courage. 

 

56.Love is blind  

 

Love is always blind  

Every heart you can find  

Society it can bind  

It is state of the mind 

With love one has you dined? 

Love is without boundary  

But it must be voluntary  

If one party is passive  

Love will be expensive  

Yet it is like drugs sedative. 
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57.Dalai Lama 

  

The modern-day mascot of peace  

For better new world he has the keys  

Everywhere he planted brotherhood trees  

His motherland is still under seize  

Will Tibet ever see freedom breeze? 

All over world he distributed light  

But for his cause with arms never fight  

His principle is, nonviolence is right  

Bravely facing the Chinese army's might 

One day there will be end to Tibetans plight. 

 

58.Why me? 

 

When we hit jackpot, we never ask why me 

In trouble and pain, we always blame Thee  

In good days we forget to pray and see  

We never think to thank our friend tree  

Everything in the world we want to get free; 

For our happiness we hope God is bound  

But in celebration to him we turn around  

We are busy with music and loud sound 

In distress we feel lonely and ask why me? 

Pray to God to immediately send the key. 

 

59.Salute the Indian hero 

 

Salute the Indian hero 

Express gratitude and sorrow  

They died for our tomorrow  

Their own life became narrow  

Will remain forever in time's arrow; 

They sacrificed their life  

Left their children and wife  

Bravely faced terrorists knife  

When life is fulfilling and rife 

Left for heavenly abode before ripe. 
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60.Marriage  

Beautiful lady who care 

Emotions she share 

To face danger she dare 

Companion like her rare 

To save family always aware; 

In life wife is the best companion  

To make a home she is champion  

Some people may have different opinion  

But living together is not the solution  

Institution of marriage need no dilution. 

 

61.Wife  

Beautiful lady with naughty smile 

Always love makeup and style 

But mood is very, very fragile  

Any moment can become hostile  

Better to follow her profile; 

Very difficult to know her mind  

Husband's fault she can easily find  

Yet on the pay day she is very kind 

Undoubtedly, she is the home maker  

When she is in vacation we suffer. 

 

62.Regret  

 

Don't waste time in regret  

Fix your next day's target  

Work for your future basket  

Sale your produce in market  

Success will blow your trumpet; 

Do regret only to correct mistake 

Not to repeat, measures you take 

Regret should not be false or fake 

Regret is not for backtrack  

It is for better solution and retake. 
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